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to
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effect, the judicial review of issues

touching on intelligence matters has
developed into a system of oversight.
actually not such an exercise in
glorious outlawry as all that. But the
belief is widely held beyond the Belt
It is

way, in the heartland of the country
and even in New York, that the intelli
gence

agencies

subject

are not

of the US Government
to

laws and the author
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adventure movie, or conspiracy book
in
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stitution. To decide particular issues
under the law, Federal judges and
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Intelligence has several components.
The authoritative statutory definition
of intelligence is in Section 3 of the
Security Act of 1947, as
amended, and includes both foreign
National

intelligence and counterintelligence.
Foreign intelligence means informa
tion relating to the capabilities,
intentions, or activities of foreign gov
ernments or elements thereof, foreign
organizations, or foreign persons.
Counterintelligence means informa
tion gathered and activities conducted
to protect against espionage, other
intelligence activities, sabotage, or
assassinations conducted by or on
behalf of foreign governments or
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country lawyer is
that when you have to go
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foreign organiza
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international terrorist activities.
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such activity has been carried out by
parts of the Intelligence Community
agencies, most notably by CIA.
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the political question doctrine,
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the authority to appropriate funds
for the executive branches. Legisla
tive oversight is unlimited, by
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historically had

security functions,

any. Before CIA™s

creation,
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most

intelligence activity was conducted
by the military departments. In
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to give CIA any
authority: f.
except that the Agency shall have no
police, subpoena, or law enforcement
powers or internal security func
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Congress passes laws
to prevail in disagreements
in foreign affairs, more
judicial review will occur.
De Tocqueville was rightŠ
all disputes in the United
States inevitably end up
in
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to
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judicial oversight intelligence. By
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In the 1970s this reluctance

The result is the

particular subject, the more judicial
review of the subject there will be.
For example, in the late 1970s, Con
gress began to pass annual

legal standards.f It is not nearly so
comprehensive as legislative over
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have jurisdiction limited by statute
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effective and
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authorization bills for the Intelli
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contained permanent statutory provi
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on a
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statutory
force policy

were

to

reluctant executive

Hughes-Ryan Amend
required notification of
oversight committees about covert
actions. When Congress passes laws
to prevail in disagreements in foreign
affairs, more judicial review will
occur. De Tocqueville was rightŠall
disputes in the United States inevita
bly end up in court.
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The need for secrecy clashes

directly

with conventional US trial proce
dures in which most of the efforts
both sides of

a case

go into

on

develop

ing the pretrial phase called
discovery. As a result, Federal judges
review and decide

that

regularly

a

number of issues

arise in

areas

where

democratic societies would instinc

tively say that governmental secrecy
is bad. The pattern has developed
that

judges

review

mation when

intelligence

protection

infor

of its
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called upon to
balance the need of the

Judges
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government to protect
intelligence information

secrecy could affect traditional
notions of a fair trial.

right of a defen
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preserve constitutional due process
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can

CIPA

The Classified Information Proce
dures Act (CIPA) was passed in 1980
to avoid ad hoc treatment of the

also scrutinize

activities in
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intelligence
involving surveil

lance. Because of the Fourth
Amendment guarantee against
sonable searches and seizures,
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reviewed under standards

search
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warrants.
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of grey-
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handling such classified

tailed. Before passage of CIPA, the
government had to guess the extent

nage conviction based upon the
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or

substitutions for the sensitive materi

to

problem
response
in which defendants threatened~

to

court

order after closed

counterintelligence investigation into
the document™s disappearance. The
court of appeals upheld the espio

with and sold

by

unclassified summaries

mail,

the Soviet Union, and of the FBI™s

defendant™s

to a

to

fair trial

of governmental assertions of

information in criminal trials. It
a

proceedings in which the Govern
ment presented evidence of the
sensitive document that was passed
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offer it in evidence

a

KH-1 1 spy satellite. The trial court
did not allow classified information

met

and allowed

national

interests. In the

competing

manual about the

to

extent

to

it is necessary

societies would

Kampiles case, the defendant was
charged with selling to the Russians

a

the

This is

guarantees.

a number of years, judges fash
ioned their own procedures to

issued

mation and
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to
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tutional due process

secrecy.
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want
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Rule of Criminal Procedure 16 relat
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fair trial. This is
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information from defen

dants that would otherwise be

to a

Under CIPA, the defendant is
allowed to discover classified infor

criminal

for

regular
discovery

procedures
admissibility of evidence before
the information is publicly disclosed.
Judges are allowed to determine
issues presented to them both in cam
era (nonpublicly, in chambers) and
exparte (presented by only one side,
and

hearings for many years. For
example, the issue of electronic sur
veillance

the

was

Supreme

considered in 1928 in

Court

case

of Olmstead,

which held that the government
could conduct such surveillance with
out a

criminal search

1967 the

Supreme

warrant.

Olmstead, and the government
to

In

Court overturned

began
specially tailored search
procedures for electronic

follow

without the presence of the other

warrant

party).

surveillance.
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In 1978 the

intelligence agency to do the
actions
on which the criminal
very
charges are based. Under rules of

veillance

criminal

by

FISA

Foreign Intelligence Sur
Act (FISA) was passed to

establish

a secure

forum in which the

government could obtain what is
essentially a search warrant to con
the United States of persons who
agents of foreign powers. FISA

are

most

them.

put
decide issues that arise in

of foreign powers, and the means of
conducting the surveillance.

the defense. This satisfies the notion

evidence and

on

to

that it would be unfair

Applications
denied or granted by a special court
composed of seven Federal district
court judges designated by the Chief

carry

Justice of the United States. There is

For

hear

appeals

of review

they

out some

could

judge
litigating
defendants,

to

of denials of

example,
v.

bilking

such

bring

to

activity,

if

infor

secret

in the

of United

case

numerous counts

investors in

a

extensive review

told him

to

spend extravagantly

money of investors in order

tronic surveillance

vate

inception.

techniques

operations

before

Intrusive collection

make this

especially
by Federal
reconciling

area

relationships

with

judges

Circuit Court of Appeals

important

to

them with Fourth Amendment pro
against unreasonable searches.

tections
In the

Intelligence

Authorization Act

for Fiscal Year 1995, the FISA proce
dures were expanded to apply to

physical

searches.

The

opinion

culti

that

panel

argument
defense in the case, and in

contact

some

with local CIA

volunteering

foreign policy

information

issue, ruled against the defendants.

The

significance

is

not

that the defen

dants lost their arguments, but that
they had the opportunity. to litigate

them before

a

Department

of Justice does

Federal

judge.

The

not

have

a

Federal

personnel,

information from his

to

fair trial. Who decides what

fair trial

minor

pros

defendants while the

Intelligence Community denies
them the information they need

his

as

fact Rewald did have

in both cases heard arguments from
the defendants that sensitive intelli

ecute

reviewed the convictions character

principal

Drougoul in the BNL affair and the
Teledyne case related to Chilean
arms dealer Carlos CardoenŠpress
accounts have noted that the judges

at

of the Ninth

ized Rewald™s

prosecutions

casesŠ

of Christopher

the

foreign

sources.

criminal

two more recent

the

issue.

and, after reviewing the information

potentates and wealthy businessmen
who would be useful intelligence

sensitive, and their review
is

to

at

the

of the clas

The press accounts further state that
in both cases the judges disagreed,

was

of

Ponzi scheme.

of foreign-intelligence-related elec
their

subsequently upheld

should be disclosed in those prosecu
tions as part of the defense cases.

Rewald maintained that CIA had

Thus, judges conduct

It

gence and

court.

Rewald, the defendant

convicted of

applications.

clandestine

mation before the

States

to

not

In

to

have the

who could have been authorized

court

appeal.f

District Court™s.exclusion

about the targets, what facts justify
the belief that the targets are agents

three-member

as

examined each and every classified
document filed by Rewald in this

government is required to respond to
such assertions, either admitting or

lance include detailed information

a

excluded

of the classified information

authorization. The

Should there be any merit to the
defense, the defendant is allowed

heard and either

records and

court

sified information

orders

are

the trial

simply not relevant under eviden
tiary standards. The Ninth Circuit
panel noted that, fThis court has

denying

requires that applications for such
approving electronic surveil

answers,

procedure, defendants are
required to notify the government if
they intend to raise a defense of gov
ernment

duct electronic surveillance within

reviewing responsive

an

a

An

independent
requires?
judge, appointed for life,

ho reviews the

secrets.

international business travels and pro

Pleading

viding light backstopping
few CIA employees.

Government

cover

for

a

Civil Law

Authorization
Rewald
In another

intelligence

area,

judges

review

activities in the

whether defendants

were

secret

context

of

authorized

sought

the

production

of

hundreds of classified CIA docu
and

propounded more than
1,700 interrogatories, but after

ments

Criminal law has the

dramatic
zens,

impact

on

most

but civil law also

judicial

direct and

individual citi

intervention in

requires
numerous
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Private

litigants

sue

may

each other for any of the
myriad civil causes of
where

intelligence activities,
and the secrecy surrounding them,
become issues. Private civil litigants
cases

may demand that the government

produce intelligence information
under the laws requiring disclosure
of agency records unless they are spe
cifically exempted. Individual civil
plaintiffs may bring tort actions
against the government under the
Federal Tort Claims Act based

allegations

that

the government informa
tion relating to intelligence
activities in order

support their

to

activities in order

to

sup

the FBI for materials

the district

extensive in

material
been

If those

public indexes are not suffi
cient for a judge to decide whether
an exception applies, classified
Vaughn indexes are shown to the
judge exparte and in camera. If a clas
sified index is still

not

disap
a

court

camera

conducted

reviews of the

issue. That pattern has
in numerous other

at

repeated

cases.

Thus,

in

where Federal laws

areas

mandate disclosure of US govern
ment information, Federal judges
review claims of

sufficient,

then the withheld materials them

the

Trujillo regime in the Dominican
Republic who was last seen outside a
New York City subway station in
1956. The case was litigated from
1979 to 1990, and, during the pro
cess,

9~

on

pearance of Jesus de Galindea,
Basque exile and a critic of the

cases.

secret

America, and demand from the gov
ernment information relating to
port their

litigious

America, and demand from

on

intelligence
activities caused compensible dam
ages. Privatelitigants may sue each
other for any of the myriad civil
causes of action that exist in litigious

intelligence

action that exist in

on

exemptions based
intelligence equities.

sensitive

cases.

selves

In all such instances, Federal

can

be shown

the

to

judge.

judges

the arbiters of government
assertions of special equities relating

State Secrets

Privilege

act as

to

intelligence

that affect the

tion. Private civil

litigants

ments to a

can

Federal

example,

may

not

make their argu

The

judge.

Information Act (FOJA) and the Pri
vacy Act, there are exceptions to the

mandatory disclosure provisions

that

allow classified information and intel

ligence
kept secret.
to

and methods

Courts defer

the executive branch

Knight case

to

be

extensively

on

what

information falls within those excep
tions, but there is still a rigorous

illustrates this

sive process. The

plaintiff filed

in

of the

sinking

Rainbow Warrior in the harbor

Auckland, New Zealand, by the

French external

intelligence service.
produce any such
records, and the plaintiff filed a suit
to force disclosure. Both public and
classified indexes were prepared by
CIA, and, when they were deemed
by the court to be insufficient for a
decision in the case, all responsive
CIA declined

documents

to

were

shown in

dacted form

indexes (called Vaughn
indexes, after the case endorsing
them) describing records withheld

chambers. Her decision

public

an

Greenpeace

review of such material. CIA pre
pares

exten

FOIA request for all information in
CIA™s possession relating to the
1980s

under the Freedom of

sources

Federal

to

the trial

unre

judge
was

of the government, and it
affirmed on appeal.

in her

in favor

was

under the sensitive information

exceptions
courts.
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that

are

reviewed

by

courts

civil

over

ship
For

Requests

litiga

win their arguments that such equi
ties should be discounted in their

favor, but they

Other FOIA

gence claims
to

Historian Alan

Fitagibbon litigated

another FOIA request

to

CIA and

jurisdiction

ranging from negli
against the government

disputes

between persons domi
states. In such

ciled in different

subpoena or oth
discovery of sensitive
intelligence-related information. The
government resists such demands by
asserting the state secrets privilege
under the authority of US. v. Rey
cases,

litigants

often

erwise demand

nolds,

a

Supreme

Court

case

allowed the government to
closure of national security
Other statutory

privileges

intelligence
Judicial

tect

sources

methods.
ernment

state secrets

used

to

that

deny

dis

secrets.

also pro

and

review of US Gov

affidavits that

assert

the

privilege regularly
disputed issues of
is

resolve

privilege.
In Halkin

the

also have

cases

v.

Helms, former Vietnam

war

protesters sued officials of vari

ous

Federal

intelligence agencies
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When individual

rights are

affected, Federal
have
violation of plaintiffs™ consti

alleging

tutional and statutory

rights.
Specifically, they alleged that the
National Security Agency (NSA)
ducted warrantless

interceptions

con

of

their international wire, cable, and

telephone

communications

at

the

not

been reluctant

oversight and require
Intelligence Community
agencies to visit the court
house and explain what
they are doing.

nications of the

other Federal

The trial

agencies.

considered three in

court

affidavits and the in

camera

in fact

NSA and disseminated

acquired by
to

were

camera

testimony of the Deputy Director of
NSA, and the case was ultimately dis
missed at the appellate level based on
the assertion of the

privilege. The
plaintiffs had their day in court.
They lost the case, but they had the
full attention of both trial and appel
late Federal court judges on the
assertion of governmental secrecy.

9~
stitutional claimsŠwhether

Federal

adjudicate the
brought by
private citizens alleging abusive gov
ernmental actions. For example, in
courts

also

Birnbaum

v.

United States,

a

suit

brought

Claims Act

individuals whose let

by

and from the Soviet Union

ters to

his

opened and photocopied by
a mail-opening program that
operated between 1953 and 1973.

on

Court. The

included

judicial review
limited evidentiary

final, but the government is expected

prevail).

in the CIA™s

cases,

over

the chance

one

Doe

Casef) and with

a

parties

to

female officer

Thompson

class of female oper

ations officers in CIA. The

settlements made

moot a

full

judicial

review of all government actions, but

both sides

clearly

cial review would

For

example,

an

article

to

In Doe

believed that

judi

occur.

gated

v.

Gates,

a

nation

employee liti
alleged discrimi

him based

against
homosexuality.

Federal

judges

Amendment

CIA

on

Doe raised

his

two con-

to a

prepublication
secrecy agree

campaign

persuade

to

a

the

oligarchyf in El Salvador was really fa
Soviet/Cuban/Bulgarian/Vietnamese!
PLO/Ethiopian/Nicaraguan/Interna
tional Terrorism challenge to the
United States.f
few

McGehee offered

of CIA

examples

operations

a

to

support his assertion; some were
deemed classified by the Agency, and
to

publish

was

those

portions

denied.

The First Amendment

were

the issue of

former CIA

world that the frevolt of the poor
natives against a ruthless US-backed

of the article

damages,
upheld on appeal.

CIA for

of deceit

permission

in

a

signed in 1952, when
the
joined
Agency. The article

CIA in

awarded $1,000 each
and the award was

in 1981

he had

were

Plaintiffs

will entertain

asserted that the CIA had mounted

alleged gender-

1?irectorate of Opera

(the fJane

rea

officer named McGehee submitted

he
two more recent

tions

courts

review pursuant

litigation

held

Intelligence Community
employees, and will examine the
claims closely.

ment

In

were

cross-motions for

to

summary judgment. (The case has
been litigated for years and is not yet

to

appel

restrictions

claims of First Amendment violations

level, including the US

review pursuant

in

challenged

contract

freedom of speech

from

even

on

sonable and constitutional. It is clear

eral

Supreme

was

After extensive

Snepp.

that Federal

court

restraint

prior

a

which

property without compensation
clauses. He was heard at every Fed

was

under the Federal Tort

protect sensitive informa

late review, the

firing violated the Fifth Amendment
equal protection or deprivation of

settle claims with

substance of legal claims

to

tion. That is

separate lawsuits by former CIA
employees Victor Marchetti and

based discrimination led the

of Abuse

order

Frank

of losing

Allegations

granted access to sensitive
by agencies of the Intelli
The contract
Community.
gence
review of nonprepublication
requires
official writings by the government in
are

information

two

to

plaintiffs

they

publication

prevent disclosure
of whether the international commu

privilege

to

assert

request of other Federal defendants.
The government asserted the state
secrets

courts

also look

at

First

protections of freedom,

of speech and the press as they relate
to intelligence. One context is the
contract

for nondisclosure of classi

fied information that
contractors,

employees,
sign when

and others

McGehee sued, seeking a declaratory
judgment that the CIA prepublica
non

andclassification

procedures

violated the First Amendment. He

lost, but the DC Circuit Court of

Appeals stated: fWe must accord
ingly establish a standard for judicial
review of the CIA classification
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Judicial Intervention

Nothing

the

concentrates

mind and

dampens excess
wonderfully as the im

so

decision that affords proper respect
to the individual rights at stake while

minent prospect of ex
plaining one™s actions to

recognizing the CIA™s technical
expertise and practical familiarity

a

Federal

with the ramifications of sensitive

nova

courts

should conduct

‚9

de

a

giving

deference

reasoned and detailed CIA

Federal

courts

rights

have

been reluc

not

oversight

and

require
Community
agencies to
Intelligence

tant to assert

visit the courthouse and
are

explain

what

doing.

extent

overlooked in the debate

watching the Intelligence
Community. Judicial oversight is li
ited compared to unlimited
Congressional oversight. Judicial
oversight deals with legal issues, as
opposed to policy issues. Judges are
deferential

context

involving

the

First Amendment is government
to restrain publication of

attempts

information

intelligence
When The

leaked

to

the

the attempt

news

to

resulted in the

the press.

by

Pentagon Papers

were

media in 1971,

enjoin publication
Supreme Court case

of New York Times

v.

U.S. Because

of the number of individual
in the

case,

the

holding

opinions

is somewhat

confusing. Nonetheless, it seems
clear that an injunction against press
publication of intelligence informa
tion not only will be difficult to
obtain but also will subject any peti
tion for such relief

by

the Federal

to

strict

over

who is

the executive branch in

to

intelligence

The second

occurs

in those

areas

where

well-established

affected,

are

as

government secrecy and the need for
swift executive action conflict with

to

explana

tions of that classification decision.f

When individual

number of laws,

developing history of judicial
intelligence activities shows

that it

review of the classification deci

sion, while

they

The

judge.

a

for the

review of

information. We conclude that

reviewing

activities under

something not
Congress. But judges
do act as arbiters of governmental
secrecy in a powerful way.
often

true

matters,

of

The basic conundrum for intelli

gence is that it requires secrecy to be
effective, but government secrecy in
a

Western liberal

ally

democracy

is gener
undesirable. Government secrecy

legitimacy of govern
ment institutions. It can cripple
accountability of public servants and
politicians. It can hide abuses of fun
damental rights of citizens. In fact,
can

destroy

secret

the

government tends

to excess.

scrutiny
In the United

courts.

States, Federal

counterbalance the
such

excess.

swing

In those

judges

toward

areas most

individual

legal principles of
rights: an accused™s right

fair criminal trial; freedom from
unreasonable searches and seizures;
to a

rights of privacy; and
speech and the press.
Judges

freedom of

thus get involved where an
citizenry would instinc

informed

tively want judicial review of secret
intelligence activities. The involve
ment of the Federal judiciary is
limited but salutary in its effect on
executive branch actions. Nothing
concentrates the mind and dampens
excess so wonderfully as the immi
nent prospect of explaining one™s
actions to a Federal judge.
The Constitution™s
this

area

is

a

great genius in
system of government

that reconciles the nation™s
order and defense from

aggression with

needs for

foreign

fundamental individ

rights that are directly affected by
intelligence activities. Those nations
currently devising statutory charters
and legislative oversight of their for
eign intelligence services might do
well to include
independent judi
ciary in their blueprints. Federal
judges are the essential third part of
the oversight system in the United
ual

an

Conclusions

important

to

particular rights

of

The exposure of Federal judges to
intelligence activities leads to a num

arbiters of govern
mental secrecy. The Federal judiciary
ameliorates the problems of govern

ber of conclusions. One is that

ment

citizens,

judicial oversight
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operates

to an

they

act as

secrecy by providing a secure
forum for review of intelligence

States, matching requirements of the
laws

intelligence activities
watching the watchers.
to

and

